Houston is leading the charge nationally when it comes to collecting data on the state of Arts Education. Arts Connect Houston has partnered with Ingenuity in Chicago to bring the Artlook® platform to Houston. The platform combines data collected from Houston ISD, local art & cultural organizations, and Houston ISD teachers directly to visualize and map arts access in Houston.

Who Uses Artlook?

**School Districts** can fully understand the arts landscape within their district, map how arts resources are allocated within the school day, and use data to set strategy and measure progress.

**Superintendents** can asset map their schools and identify the extent to which resources are distributed in accordance with district goals.

**Principals and teachers** can see the services and providers available to them and secure the best programs for their students.

**Grant makers** can target grants more effectively to close gaps.

**Arts organizations** can more efficiently connect their services to schools and hundreds of thousands of students.

How Does it Work?

**Drives change on the ground:** artlook® puts data in the hands of front-line educators (principals, teachers, and arts organizations) to effectively and measurably increase funding, programs and resources across neighborhoods and schools.

**Drives systems-level change:** artlook® fosters systems change by allowing district, city, state and philanthropic leaders to use previously unavailable data to adopt better policies, rethink staffing and resource allocations, and more efficiently target funding to the most underserved schools.

**Unifies public and private data:** artlook® brings together previously hard to gather, complicated data sets with data that aren’t available elsewhere for the benefit of education stakeholders at all levels, including school districts, cities and states.

Artlook® empowers its users to map the arts in Houston.